Kawa Kon 2016
AMV Contest Rules & Registration
1. Videos can be created from ANY source material, including, but not limited to: still manga images,
anime, video game cut scenes, fan art, movies, American TV dramas, Britcoms, original video that you've
shot, cosplay photography, and more!
2. Videos can be edited using the editing software of your choice, but they need to be turned in as a file
(not a finished DVD for a DVD player, please!) in one of the following formats: .wmv, .mov, or .avi. They
can be turned in on CD, DVD, or via upload to one of the following sites: Hightail, Dropbox, or
SendSpace, but keep in mind that I will be down-converting any HD footage to standard definition for
playback during the con, so there's no point in sending me a gigantic HD file. Also, keep in mind that this
will be projected on a large screen, so don't compress it for internet streaming. If you uploaded the file,
email to kawakonstl@gmail.com.
4. All videos should start with a 3-7 second slate that includes your name, the name of your video, any
shows/movies/etc. used, any music or the source of any audio used, and any other acknowledgement
to the copyright holders of anything in your video (this includes creators of manga you’ve scanned or
models used in cosplay photography).
5. You may not simply put new music behind a scene. An edit must happen at least every 10 seconds
(you'll probably want to edit a lot more than that if you want to win). Entries with long sections of
unedited footage will be disqualified.
6. We will make the determination of what is 18+ material. Full frontal nudity will be considered 18+ as
well as anything I deem objectionable for gratuitous violence or language. Videos deemed 18+ will still
be judged but will be shown late Saturday night rather than during the halftime of the Masquerade like
the other entries.
7. In the interest of time, only winning entries will be shown.
8. Depending on the types of videos received, we may award 1st, 2nd and 3rd or category prizes for fan
videos vs. AMVs.

Send the finished form below and your videos to:

Kawa Kon AMV Contest c/o Katrina Lynn
5569 Norway Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63121

Entries must be RECEIVED by us by February 18, 2016 to be accepted.
www.kkon.com
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anything else
about your
AMV that
would help the
judges.

I agree to allow the staff of Kawa Kon to show my AMV at Kawa Kon 2015
and acknowledge that I have read the AMV contest rules.
I have properly credited all copyright holders in my video.
______________________________________________
Your signature is required above before your entry will be judged.
Entries must be RECEIVED by us by February 18, 2016 to be accepted.
www.kkon.com

